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The Challenge:

Microsoft Exchange has become a critical tool for organizations to communicate both internally 
and externally with partners, customers and prospects.  These communications include 
sensitive information such as financial, intellectual property and private data among others 
that are often shared via emails.  A concern for many organizations is that they do not know 
if people are reading other user’s emails and or what kind of configuration changes are being 
made which may even impact service availability.  This information is also needed to prove that 
security policies, industry or regulatory compliance requirements are being met. 
 
 
The SoluTion:

PowerBroker Auditor for Exchange is a proactive solution that audits, alerts, and reports 
on Exchange configuration and permission changes. Our integrated solution provides a 
centralized, real-time audit database for tracking activities such as non-owner mailbox access, 
changes to mailbox policies, public or private information store changes. PowerBrokder Auditor 
for Exchange is designed to audit, report, and alert on policy violations as well as changes 
associated with day-to-day administration. This powerful solution monitors the Exchange 
environment in real-time, tracking the “WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN” for every change including 
the old and new values. 
 
 
ComprehenSive Change moniToring

Who: 
PowerBroker Auditor for Exchange captures all the essential information for any modification, 
including who made the change, when it was made, and where it was made from. For every 
event, PowerBroker captures the before and after values to clearly highlight the change.  
Additionally, unlike other auditing solutions, PowerBroker Auditor for Exchange provides 
interactive analysis with flexible, attribute level filtering and reporting, enabling administrators 
to more accurately and rapidly isolate users or programs that may be making inappropriate 
changes in your Exchange environment.

Real-time auditing, interactive analysis, alerting and reporting for Microsoft Exchange

Key BenefiTS

Non-owner mailbox auditing helps to 
secure sensitive information and show 
compliance

Centralized audit data with automated 
reporting reduces the burden associated 
with compliance regulations

Real-time tracking and alerting of 
configuration changes and user activity, 
helps to verify that internal controls are 
being followed for authorized activities, 
and helps to identify and curtail un-
authorized access and changes

 “The PowerBroker Management Suite is a 
formidable set of tools for administrators 
dealing with Microsoft-centric technologies.” 

- Craig Burton, KuppingerCole
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BeyondTrust is a proven leader with more 
than 25 years of experience. More than half 
of the companies listed on the Dow Jones, 
eight of the 10 largest banks, seven of the 
10 largest aerospace and defense firms, and 
six of the 10 largest U.S. pharmaceutical 
companies rely on BeyondTrust to secure 
their enterprise.  
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“Their continuous recovery option has been 
our favorite feature. Just a mouse click 
and everything is back to normal. I was 
completely flabbergasted that PowerBroker 
could do that.”

- Marco Verhaar
IT Manager, Oxbo Corporation

WhaT: 
PowerBroker’s advanced change monitoring capabilities helps you ensure that your 
organization is in compliance with external regulations and internal security initiatives. You can 
also prove to auditors that corporate policies for compliance have not deviated over time. Its 
built-in reporting library offers out-of-the box reporting templates, while the custom reporting 
wizard makes it easy to create custom reports and alerts on any configuration, server and/or 
mailbox change, including flexible filtering on every attribute.

Where: 
With PowerBroker’s zero-touch scheduled reporting, you can run reports against the central 
database and automatically email reports to administrators, security officers, and business data 
owners. In addition, PowerBroker Auditor for Exchange translates all events into plain language 
that can be easily understood.

When: 
Minimize the impact of unwanted changes or actions with instant alerts.  PowerBroker Auditor 
for Exchange enables administrators to quickly react and resolve critical changes that could 
affect the security or availability of your organization’s Microsoft Exchange email environment.  
Immediate notification of non-owner accesses to sensitive mailboxes allows administrators to 
quickly react to potential breaches.


